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Medicare Compliance

Navigating Medicare Compliance Issues

Reputations are built on experience and results. Since its inception in 2001, the Dickie McCamey (DMC) Medicare

Compliance Group has earned a national reputation as a recognized leader and innovator in the Medicare

Compliance industry.

The DMC Medicare Compliance Group has built our reputation through the skilled handling of complex Medicare

issues on behalf of a diverse client base. Our group of attorneys, legal professionals, and medical professionals

provide insurance carriers, self-insured entities, third-party administrators, and a host of other clients with a legal

based Medicare compliance service that facilitates the resolution of claims and ensures our clients are protected with

respect to all Medicare Set-Aside and Medicare compliance issues.

The members of our team have devoted their careers to becoming and maintaining their status as subject matter

leaders in an ever-changing Medicare compliance landscape. Through our continued growth as professionals and

maintaining our presence as an industry leader, we continue to achieve exemplary results in claims, ranging from

workers’ compensation, general liability, and Federal Employer’s Liability Act (FELA) to Longshore/Harbor and

Defense Base Act claims.

The attorneys in our Group have been retained to serve as National Medicare Counsel, Regional Medicare Counsel,

and Advisory Medicare Counsel for clients throughout the country. In these roles, we serve as a strong voice for our

clients throughout all phases of the Medicare Secondary Payer (MSP) process.

Members of our Group are also frequently called upon to share their knowledge and perspectives on complex

Medicare compliance matters with insurance carriers, self-insured businesses, law firms, and other professional

organizations. Additionally, our attorneys regularly partner with colleagues in our workers’ compensation, general

liability/insurance, railroad, transportation, product liability, and medical malpractice groups to offer all of our firm’s

clients insight and experience that is unique in the MSP industry.

Offering Comprehensive Services

Our Group advises clients on a full range of Medicare compliance related matters, including:

Medicare Set-Asides preparation and approval

Medicare conditional payment/lien resolution

Legal analysis and opinions regarding Medicare compliance vendor auditing and oversight

Systems and claim auditing

Section 111 Mandatory Reporting

Assistance with Medicaid, Veterans Administration, and other governmental medical based issues

To learn more about the capabilities of the Medicare Compliance Group, contact Benjamin M. Basista at 412-392-

5493 or bbasista@dmclaw.com. To refer a case, click on the Medicare Referral Form link.
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